Kate Whitehead Indigo and Weave All day

£45.00

"My work is a protest against the way textiles are consumed in western society. Tired of a world in which clothes are produced
and thrown away without thought to the consequences; where the fashion industry and media impose identities on us. My
rebellion is to go back to slower processes, embrace tradition, salvage the discarded, fix the broken.
In my weaving and embroidery, I explore the potential of the forgotten, overlooked and abandoned. I revel in discovering
humble, quiet fabrics like calicos and cottons; the more worn, faded and story-laden the better; and giving them a second
chance. I take time to imagine the history of every piece, exploring its hues and ones, examining its tears and frays, weighing up
its foibles."

"My 4 hour Indigo and introduction to hand weave workshop is focused on seeing the potential in forgotten materials. You are
invited to bring your fabric/ garments that have a special story, memory or meaning, that you will dismantle and have the
opportunity to dip dye and an insight in to hand weave. A time to get away from the fast pace of our digital lives and to embrace
slow craft processors. Fabric and yarn for dyeing will be provided but if students can bring cotton fabric or yarn to dye that hold
stories or memories it helps to create more personal work. 10-12 noon: Preparing Cotton fabric by folding, gathering, and
stitching for the Indigo dye vat., Dyeing fabric in an Indigo dye vat. 1-3pm: Introduction to the basics of hand weave, Colour
combinations, types of yarn, warp & weft, Playing with fabric and yarn in plain weave on a simple frame. "

Caroline Bell

An Introduction to Eco PrintingAll day

£45.00

Caroline Bell is a textile artist who maintains an ethically and ecologically sound practice. She works on paper and cloth which
she then colours and marks with natural materials. She works exclusively with natural fabrics and where possible tries to recycle
and reuse. These are then transformed and embellished with quite intense hand stitching. Recurrent themes for work include
the natural world, change and the passing of time.
Please bring protection like an Apron and wear old clothing as you will be
using permanent dyes.

This day long class is an opportunity to gain an understanding of the basics of ecoprinting. Participants will be able to start a
vocabulary of which plants print, equipment required, the use of mordants and various tricks and tips which might improve
results. It is anticipated that everyone will come away from the workshop with a series of samples on silk which may be the start
of a reference or as a basis for future work and enough knowledge to continue experimenting at home. The class fee includes 1
metre of good quality of silk plus other bits and pieces

Anne HellierGingerbread Cottage Gift Box 1 hour

£12.50

"For as long as I can remember I have been interested in
drawing and painting. At the age of 6 my Grandmother
introduced me to her sewing machine and I have been
making things ever since. After joining my local branch of
Embroiderers Guild I became inspired to study City & Guilds
in Creative Embroidery. Building on the skills I learnt I now
hand paint all my fabric, which I then use to create city and
townscapes, embellishing them with free machine
embroidery. My work reflects my love of buildings and
architecture together with my love of fabric, paint and
stitch. "

Come along and decorate a small fabric “Gingerbread Cottage” Gift Box, using my hand painted fabrics, paint pens, white felt
“snow” to embellish your gift box. Left flat for easy transportation you can take it home, add stitch if you wish and then
construct. (You will need a small amount of PVA glue for the construction). This class is suitable for students from 10 years old.

Margaret Beale

Fusing Fabric

1 hour

£12.00

"Margaret Beal is an embroiderer who over many years has developed a technique which uses a fine tipped soldering iron to
cut, fuse and make textured marks on fabric.
She is very well known as a pioneer of these techniques and is the author of two books both published by Batsford, “Fusing
Fabric” in 2005 and “New Ideas in Fusing Fabric” in 2013 both books are used by textile artists and tutors throughout the UK and
abroad. "
This workshop is full of ideas for using the fine tipped
soldering iron on synthetic fabrics. Techniques covered will
include cutting shapes using templates, layering and markmaking. The techniques are easy to learn straight forward
and fun.

Debby Bird Various

1 hour

£20.00

Debby Bird is an accomplished Bristol textile artist who exhibits both locally and nationally and teaches art and textile
techniques to all ages from 3-93years! She works in Adult learning, a primary school and gives talks & group tutorials. Debby’s
work is atmospheric and often built up in layers. She often uses silk painting or batik as a starting point. Following this freemotion stitch and hand embroidery, and often an encrusting of beads, metallics and other mixed media techniques to make
each piece unique.

Batik, wax textures; easy techniques for patterning on fabric using wax resist.
A chance to see a short hot wax batik demonstration and
explore yourself using cold wax resist crayons and gorgeous
silk paint colours to create textured effects. Debby will
demonstrate step by step how create a wax rubbing and
pattern with paint. You may also have a taster short
supervised turn with the hot wax tools on a one to one
basis during the practical part of the session. Students will
be able to create two pieces which may be made into cards
or developed further into another project. This class is
suitable for juniors if supervised.

Tiny treasures - make a brooch or keyring using mixed media techniques and hand
embroidery, beading and sequins.
A chance to see a demonstration of designing, making and
embroidery techniques and explore yourself. A kit will
provide you with materials to create a small tiny treasure.
You will have everything you need provided to layer vintage
papers, foils, metal pieces beads and Angelina fibres. You
will be shown 10 top techniques for individualising your
own piece. This class is suitable for juniors if supervised.

Print and stitch, make a simple print block, and learn 10 top tips for decorating using
hand embroidery, beading and sequins.
A chance to see a demonstration of block designing, making
and embroidery techniques and explore yourself. A kit will
provide you with materials to create a simple print block,
and instructions how to create a successful print base and
how to choose suitable dyes & paints to use. You will have
everything you need provided to make a print and whilst
that dries, practice embellishment techniques on a preprinted piece. Students will be able to create two pieces
which may be made into cards or developed further into
another project. This class is suitable for juniors if
supervised.

Royal School of Needlework. Chrissie Juno-Mann

1.5 hours

£12.50

"Chrissie Juno Mann is studying on the RSN Future Tutors programme and lives in the New Forest, Hampshire. She has a passion
for traditional arts and crafts that run alongside the cultural heritage of this country. Her embroidery work focuses primarily on
the natural environment, as she draws great inspiration from the countryside that surrounds her. Chrissie has an MA in
Restoration and Conservation of the Decorative Arts and in the past has worked on restoring two English Sleeping Chairs (circa
1600) from Holyrood House for the Royal Collection. She has also worked as a freelance restorer for Titan’s Studio in London
which specialises in the decorative arts. In the past Chrissie has been published both creatively and as a travel writer. At
present Chrissie is keen to focus her energy on teaching the art of embroidery and on building up her own work and ideas for
future exhibitions."

Introduction to Appliqué, ‘Ladybird on a Leaf’
Come and learn the traditional, basic method of applying
fabric to fabric with hand stitching, used by both our
students and in the RSN’s commercial Embroidery Studio.
This will give you a quick and easy technique that can be
used for small and larger projects. Surface embellishment
will be added to this pretty design showing attentional
detail and giving focus to the piece. This class is not
suitable for children.

Introduction to Raised Embroidery, ‘Rose
Bud’
Come and learn some simple Raised Embroidery which
combines the textural height of rolled needle-woven picots
to create the rose buds balanced by versatile Fly Stitch for
the leaves. You will have a chance to use both variegated
and plain stranded cottons adding to the contrast between
the buds and leaves. This delicate and clever combination
will enable you to achieve a small motif that can be used on
clothing, pictures, book covers, buttons and much more.
This class is not suitable for children.

Catherine Howard & Nadine Tabberer (On the Surface Textiles).
Silk Vessels

1 hour

£25.00

We are part of a textile art group based in the West Midlands. We support, inspire, and encourage each other and yet we have
developed very different styles.

A workshop to create your own beautiful silk vessel
which can be taken away and further embellished.
Suitable for all ages and levels of experience.
Materials provided. Note: a bag will be supplied to
take the finished vessel home on its mould as it will
still be damp. This class is suitable for students from
12 years old.

Casalana the Woolhouse - Karen Boyce

Various

Karen is a mother of 4 and a Grandmother to 6 beautiful
grandchildren. Her Mum taught her to knit at the age of 5
and ever since she has had a passion for all things woolly.

An Introduction to Scrumble Crochet

1.5 hours

£20.00

Scrumble crochet is a free form crochet art where you build up in layers and add embellishments to each piece. Once you have
learnt this technique you can make lots of lovely items including bags, cushions scarves and much more just let your imagination
run wild! In this class we will learn to make a simple brooch using various yarns, beads and buttons. At the end of the class you
will have a pretty brooch to take home.

Sock Masterclass

2 hours

£25.00

Magic Loop Socks are knitted in the round using either the traditional 4 double point needle technique (dpns) or the Magic Loop
method which involves working on straight rows on a circular needle. For those of you who have tried to knit socks in the
traditional method on dpns and failed or have wanted to learn and thought it too difficult so haven't tried we will be working
with the Magic Loop method so you can ditch those dpns! We will be covering cast on, cuff, heel shaping and toe shaping. At
the end of the class you will have mastered the techniques and completed a sock Sock yarn and needles included.

An introduction to carding and spinning from raw fleece 2 hours £25.00
Have you ever thought you might like to learn to spin you own yarns? This is your chance to try before you buy. Learn to prepare
and spin your own yarns from raw fleece using traditional methods of carding and hand spinning on an Ashford traditional
wheel. In this class you will learn to card (comb) the raw fleece in preparation for spinning the fleece and then how to ply into a
skein of yarn

Sallieann Harrison Introduction to Punchneedle. 1 hour £13.00
"Sallieann Harrison learnt to quilt whilst living in North Carolina USA in the early 2000’s where she was mentored by Michelle
May of the ""Raspberry Rabbits”. Sallieann has an honours degree in Education and has now been teaching and making quilts for
over 17 years. Sallieann enjoys traditional quilting techniques and has won several quilt show awards both in the UK and USA.
During the course of her career she has taught for museums and department stores and has had her work published. In addition
to private classes she currently teaches for Denman WI College, the Bristol Folk House and the Ardington School of Crafts.
Sallieann particularly enjoys small piecing, felted wool appliqué, punch needle and loves to make Civil War reproduction quilts.
You can find her on Facebook, Pinterest and Instagram as ""Christmas Goose Stitches"" or through her own website
christmasgoosestitches.com. "
Punchneedle is a form of embroidery that uses a hollow
needle to create loops of thread on fabric. It creates a
textured pile surface akin to a miniature version of a
hooked rug. The demonstration will cover threading up,
setting up the hoop, differing threads and settings for your
finished work. This class is not suitable for children.

Jules Woolford

Simple colour and stitch!

1.5 hours

£20.00

"Jules is a self-taught artist, designer and storyteller, inspired by the natural world and connecting with nature through fabric,
paper and stitch. She has been drawing and stitching since childhood. Her other passion is encouraging people to maximise
their creativity, learning through simple techniques - whilst having fun! Her latest project is a unique collaboration with her
friend, quilt artist Michelle May of The Raspberry Rabbits, USA. Briarside Lane is an imaginary journey through the British
countryside. In addition, Jules is also a nature journaler and sketcher, and organiser of Urban Sketchers Bristol and South West
Chapter. Jules is an experienced tutor. She has run creative workshops for many organisations including Bristol City Council, The
Wildlife Trusts, the English Folk Song and Dance Society, and other community enterprises. She occasionally undertakes
commissioned work and her pieces are in a number of private collections. She runs regular hand embroidery, art and mixed
media workshops in Bristol, and the South West. You can see more of her work, and find out what inspires her at:
http://juleswoolfordart.blogspot.com http://wwwfacebook.com/sketchandstitchnature "
Learn how to create a design just using colour pencils, and
then accentuate it with stitching, using faux Trapunto
(hand) quilting. You’ll first learn how to transfer, colour
and shade the image, and then quilt it using beautiful
Valdani variegated thread from the USA. It’s a fun
technique - easy to learn, and very effective! This class is
suitable for children - as long as they can stitch!

Chris Gray. Medieval Tile Needlecase/notebook cover. 2 hours. £25.00
Chris Gray is a textile artist, Tutor and Author who has been stitching all her life. Always looking for new way to do things, a lot
of mixed-media is now creeping into my work. The current passion in the Romanesque and Gothic periods and I've been
travelling all over the UK and France looking for inspiration/source material. It has become a very interesting journey to be on.
All my experiments etc can be found on my blog “Textile Butterfly” (www.chris-gray-textile-art.blogspot.com) and I'll soon be
putting up new related workshops on my website – www.mabonarts.co.uk
In this workshop we will be stitching a needlecase or
notebook cover. It will be made on black felt with a handprinted medieval tile panel on hand-dyed cotton. Beautiful
hand-dyed threads and beads will enhance the tile panel.
All materials supplied but bring a small hand sewing kit that
includes and embroidery needle plus a beading needle.

Deborah Hastings. ‘Drop-in’ Rag Rugging Workshop. 20 mins. £3
Deborah has a background of a family that 'make'. Having trained in horticulture at Hadlow College she uses her
skills as a garden designer to design wall hangings, rugs and clothing from old textiles. Formerly a Handicraft
Instructor for Southwark Social Services she now teaches for the WEA and Open University. She is also a contributor
to textile workshops and exhibitions at many National Trust properties in the South West: The Old Post Office,
Tintagel and Arlington Court, Finch Foundry . She supplies rag rug kits to many properties across the UK for the
National Trust. She has demonstrated crafts at the historic fishing village of Clovelly on the North Devon coast for
the last 14 years.
You will have a choice of items to make from flower
corsages – daffodil, poppy, blue cornflower and pink
rose - to animals – Ladybird, turtle, squirrel,
hedgehog, owl, sheep. There will also be the new sari
silk corsages.

Angela Daymond Various
Angela is an experienced teacher, author and designer who is excited to be teaching at the West Country Quilt Show again. She
is offering a wide range of workshops which focus on using natural dyes and hand stitching. Angela is bringing her range of
threads and new Kantha kits to the show to inspire everyone to try this relaxing and addictive way of stitching. Angela will also
be doing daily demonstrations at 3pm on natural dyeing in her gallery. www.fenlandtextilestudio.com

Dandelion Kantha Stitched mini chalk board

1.5 hours

£20

In this hand stitching workshop you will combine traditional Kantha stitching and dark fabric to create a beautiful dandelion
clock. This will be stitched onto black cotton fabric alongside a rectangle of wipe clean chalkboard fabric, the seam is pre
stitched for you. It is easy to write onto the chalkboard using chalk to make a mini notice board.
Kantha stitching is based on a running stitch to create
representational images and patterns onto three layers of
fabric and is extremely relaxing. You will learn about how to
mark dark fabrics, how to stitch a running stitch, laced
running stitch and background stitching. If you do not
manage to complete this in the workshop full instructions
are given for you to complete your project at home. This
workshop is suitable for all abilities and all resources are
provided.

Painted landscapes using natural colours

2 hours

£25.00

In this workshop you will use fabric paint made up from the
woad and weld plant to create the colours blue and yellow.
Both of these plants have been used for dyeing for over 500
years. Angela will teach you how to paint your very own
unique landscape using a variety of paint and print
techniques. You will also combine these two colours to
make green, often know as Lincoln Green to further print
onto your work. Using white fabric paint in the sky helps to
create movement by suggesting clouds. By the end of the
workshop you will have two painted landscapes and started
to layer them up with wadding ready for stitching onto.
Angela will teach you how to set your paint colours so that
they can be washed in the future if needed. This workshop
is suitable for all levels including children and all resources
are included. You might find it useful to bring an apron and
rubber gloves to this workshop.

Print, Stitch Kantha

3 hours

£35.00

In this exciting new workshop you will combine printing with relaxing hand stitching to create your own unique textile art. In the
first half of the workshop you will begin by choosing a colour palette from fabric paints available and then use traditional Indian
wooden stamps to stamp onto a white cotton background. You will print a colourful background for stitching a Kantha paisley
design pattern. The second half of the workshop is all about the stitch as you are shown how to first mark out patterns onto
your printed fabric. You will then be shown how to layer it up with thin wadding and backing before tacking the three layers
together. Kantha stitching is over 500 years old and is based on using a running stitch to create images and patterns onto fabric,
we will be stitching traditional paisley shapes from patterns and Angela will also show you how to draw your own shapes. You
will use many different types of running stitch including aligned, none aligned, whipped and laced stitches to make your work
come to life. White cotton fabric binding will also be provided so that you can complete your work at home. This workshop is

suitable for all abilities, and all materials are included in the cost, this includes fabric paints, fabric, wadding, needle and threads.
You might want to bring an apron and rubber gloves for the printing part of this workshop.

Thread painting with natural colours 1 hour
In this fun workshop Angela will teach you how to use
fabric paints created from plants to create your own
varigated and totally unique threads. Angela has made up
the fabric paints from the woad, weld and Madder plants,
berries, logwood and onion skins for you to use. You will
paint a hank of stranded embriodery thread and 12 perle
cotton in many different colours so that you take home a
rainbow of threads. The beauty of using paints based on
plant dyes is that you will have colours that all go together.
You will pick up lots of tips and techniques about how to
wash and dry your threads at home. All materials are
provided but it is advisable to bring an apron and a pair of
rubber gloves. This workshop is suitable for all levels and
children

Shibori to go

1.5 hours

£20.00

Shibori has its origins in Japan and involves folding, pleating
and scrunching fabric using thread and clips to create
beautiful patterns after dyeing. In this workshop you will
learn three different stitch resist techniques and a clamp
technique using a fat quarter of cotton fabric. The
workshop focuses on these four very different techniques
and you will get a demonstration of how to put your fabrics
into a jar or plastic bag before dyeing them a traditional
navy blue. Angela will provide the navy procion dye, soda
ash and salt ready for you to complete this workshop at
home.

£20.00

Kantha flower garden

2 hours

£25.00

Using the traditions of Kantha stitching which is to reuse
unloved items and turn them into something beautiful, you
will be stitching into a pale green wool blanket which
Angela found in a charity shop. You will also use sheer
fabrics, most of which have come from unloved scarves.
Combining these with perle 12 thread and Angela's tuition
and enthusiasm you will create a beautiful garden of
flowers. A variety of running stitches will be used including
whipped, laced, aligned and non aligned with perle 8 and
12 thread to create flowers, stems and leaves with texture
and dimension. You will also be given beads to to further
embellish your stitched flowers. You will start your flower
garden in the workshop and finish it at home, taking with
you stitch diagrams and instructions. This workshop is
suitable for all levels and all resources are included.

Sue Luff

Various

I started naturesthreads ten years ago and since then I have been busy designing quilts, teaching workshops and giving talks.
Inspired by nature (hence the name naturesthreads) and by faith I also create landscapes & pictures using a variety of different
methods & materials. I tend to stick to natural fibres (again hence the name naturesthreads) using batiks silks & muslins as they
are kinder to the environment and easier to work with. Landscapes and seascapes are my favourite topics and I use a strip –
layer – stitch then embellish technique. I then use free machine quilting & simple embroidery to add texture and depth.
Starting with a small base the piece is built up area by area and layer by layer. With trees and leaves, surf and rock added to
create depth. As the cutting process is time consuming all participants will be given packs with pre-cut fabrics and pre –marked
bases so I can guide each participant through the process of creating their very own little land or seascape. These classes are
suitable for all with a basic knowledge of machine sewing and are suitable for children upwards of 11 years. I love sharing my
creative enthusiasm with others and learning from others as we share our mutual interests and skills.

Small Seascape Stitchery

1.5 hours

Pieces of batik fabrics are layered up onto wadding and
backing fabric – extra textured fabrics are added and then
the whole piece is machine quilted and embellished – the
result – an effective seascape – finished size – 18cms x
25cms

£25 .00

Small Path through the Woods Stitchery

2 hours

£25.00

Pieces of batiks are layered onto backing fabric and
wadding – extra silks & textureds added then trees and
grasses are appliqued then leaves machine embroidered –
the result an effective landscape – finished size – 17cms x
26cms

Small Sunrise in the Woods Stitchery 1.5 hours
Strips of batik are pieced – then added to wadding and
backing then trees appliqued on – then grasses and leaves
machine embroidered on – the result – an effective
landscape of sunrise through the trees - finished size –
24cms x 27cms.

Small Bethlehem Stitchery

1.5 hours

Batiks are strip pieced then placed on wadding & backing
fabric – then machine quilted then stable & manger etc are
appliqued on and the stars embroidered – the result a
lovely nativity scene- finished size 31cms x 31 cms

£22.00

£22.00

